DATE: 20.07.2021
REPLY TO PRE BID QUERIES
HIRING OF MARKETING SERVICES FOR PNG CONNECTIONS AT KOLHAPUR GA
TENDER NO : HOGPL/2021-22/C&P/006
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Ref Clause No.
SECTION - I INVITATION FOR BIDS
(IFB)
Bidder
Evaluation criteria: (BEC)
8.1 Technical

Bidders Query
Relaxation in Bidders Evaluation Criteria (BEC) 8.1 technical - so we can easily
participate in this process. We have done 5000 registration in kolhapur GA
within 6 months, we have orders of same quantity form Hpoilgas But we don't Refer Corrignedum 1
have completion certificates Yet we are in process with this. So please do
needful.

SECTION-IV
SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF
CONTRACT (SCC)
TERMS OF PAYMENT

As per SOR item no. 1.a Permission from society.
We request you please low down the criteria if possible i.e., from 80%
registration must of the total potential of the society/apartment then only
DMA can claim for society NOC payment. Many societies are having
rented/house locks etc. So, It's not feasible to take out 80% of registrations
from every apartment or society. Also, taking out NOC is of the utmost
importance and a big task for Project Workfront which takes more time than
3.0 registrations so please understand DMA should be paid for that
As per SOR item no. 1.c Page-43 -Terms of Payment.
We request you, please clarify the limit (any specific time period or month or
days) up to which DMA has to wait for a 20% payment claim (Hold against
Meter Installation) or what if in case of Meter installation taking more time
from project delay ??? Why DMA has to wait for this assignment? Already
HPOIL holding 5% for closing.

SECTION-IV
SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF
CONTRACT (SCC)
TERMS OF PAYMENT

As per SOR item no. 1.c Page-43 -Terms of Payment. We request you, please
clarify the limit (any specific time period or month or days) up to which DMA
has to wait for a 20% payment claim (Hold against Meter Installation).
As per SOR item no. 1.a Permission from society. We request you to please
low down the criteria if possible i.e., from 80% registration must of the total
potential of the society/apartment then only DMA can claim for society NOC Refer Corrignedum 1
3.0
payment. Many societies are having rented/house locks etc. So, It's not
feasible to take out 80% of registrations from every apartment or society. Also,
taking out NOC is of the utmost importance and a big task for Project
Workfront which takes more time than registrations so please understand
DMA should be paid for that.

SECTION – III
GENERAL CONDITIONS OF
CONTRACT (GCC)
SECTION-V FORMS & FORMATS
FORM F-1 BIDDER’S GENERAL
INFORMATION

Please clarify that repeat orders will be placed with the same quoted rates or
terms & conditions of tender no. HOGPL/2021-22/C&P/006 if any case.

HOGPL Reply

Refer Corrignedum 1

Refer clause no 38 of GCC of referance Tender document

Please clarify the term, Page-48 Sr.No. 1.17a (Please specify, if the director is a
Its not mandatory if applicable to your Company please provide details
woman with at least 51% share).

